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1. See the colors of the double rainbow 

ultra-violets through infra-reds, 

yellows and greens, blues and orange, 

twisted band in every strand of its threads. * 

Indelible as a shellfish dye, 

incredible as the mystique of the sky 

a double reminder of a promise made eons ago. 

 

2. As colorful as a clown’s balloons,  

inspiring as your favorite tunes; 

as wonderful as an ocean’s seascape, 

awesome as a Wonder of the World’s stunning ruins. 

Their fading twist in the mist of the sky, 

happy laughing children waving goodbye,  

as it deepens our souls to behold, it doesn’t even know. 

   REFRAIN/                                                                                                                                              

X   BRIDGE: Oh the gift of consciousness we so take for granted !                                                                             

X  A flower unfolding from a seed a master gard’ner planted                                                    

X   in a portrait of eternity the greatest artist, ever, drew, †                                                                  

X   and from the spores of the soul he created, this consciousness grew . . .                                

X   In me and you.     For me and you.      In me and you.      

  [INSTRUMENTAL]  

3. The cosmos is one magnificent rainbow, 

from its beginning till it ends: 

It generates more of itself, by design, 

the more of itself that it spends. 

Once music and colors were designed as light, 

it required the machine of mind for sound and sight, 

and through trillions of light-years it will still all be an embryo. ** 

 

 [REPEAT REFRAIN] 

 

4. [REPEAT VERSE 3, VAMP ON FINAL LINE TO FADEOUT]     

 

 

[END] 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                      Written: March 2-4, 2016   [C, R, G, M]                                                                    

X              __________________________________________                                                            

X          * A reference to the DNA double helix      

                                                                                                                                 † After verse 3, supplant “greatest artist ever”                                                        

X             with “ever-ultimate artist”    

                                                                                                                               ** At end, alternate “still all be an” with “still be a mere” 
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